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Abstract: It is still challenging to effectively detect ship objects in optical remote-sensing images
with complex backgrounds. Many current CNN-based one-stage and two-stage detection methods
usually first predefine a series of anchors with various scales, aspect ratios and angles, and then
the detection results can be outputted by performing once or twice classification and bounding
box regression for predefined anchors. However, most of the defined anchors have relatively low
accuracy, and are useless for the following classification and regression. In addition, the preset
anchors are not robust to produce good performance for other different detection datasets. To avoid
the above problems, in this paper we design a paired semantic segmentation network to generate
more accurate rotated anchors with smaller numbers. Specifically, the paired segmentation network
predicts four parts (i.e., top-left, bottom-right, top-right, and bottom-left parts) of ships. By combining
paired top-left and bottom-right parts (or top-right and bottom-left parts), we can take the minimum
bounding box of these two parts as the rotated anchor. This way can be more robust to different
ship datasets, and the generated anchors are more accurate and have fewer numbers. Furthermore,
to effectively use fine-scale detail information and coarse-scale semantic information, we use the
magnified convolutional features to classify and regress the generated rotated anchors. Meanwhile,
the horizontal minimum bounding box of the rotated anchor is also used to combine more context
information. We compare the proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art object-detection methods for
natural images and ship-detection methods, and demonstrate the superiority of our method.

Keywords: convolutional neural networks; paired semantic segmentation; ship detection; magnified
convolutional features; context information

1. Introduction

Ship detection in high-resolution optical remote-sensing images has been widely used in military
and civilian fields. Accurate and efficient ship detection can benefit many practical applications such
as marine traffic management, harbor dynamic surveillance, and maritime management, and so on.
However, there also exist many difficulties for accurate ship detection. For example, ships can be in
various shapes, sizes, colors, and orientations. It is very hard to recognize ships from some complex
backgrounds. Ships docked very closely can be easily missed by many detection methods.

In recent decades, hand-designed features have usually been used to perform accurate ship
detection [1–7]. However, this type of feature cannot adapt well to complex and changeable background
environments in optical remote-sensing images. In recent years, convolutional neural networks
(CNN)-based object-detection methods for natural images show great advantages in both detection
accuracy and running efficiency. Generally, there are two kinds of CNN-based object-detection
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approaches, i.e., two-stage detectors and one-stage detectors. The two-stage detectors first predefine
some default anchors (referring to some rectangles with various sizes) with different scales and
aspect ratios to generate horizontal region proposals, and then the region proposals are classified and
regressed to more accurately locate objects [8,9]. The one-stage detectors also define some anchors,
and then these anchors are used to directly predict the final detection results [10–12]. Generally,
the two-stage detection methods can produce better detection performance than one-stage methods,
while one-stage detectors are usually faster and simpler [13].

Based on the detection methods for natural images, many CNN-based ship detectors are proposed
to improve the ship-detection performance in optical remote-sensing images. However, the horizontal
bounding boxes used for detecting objects in natural images are very easy to miss out some inclined
ships docked side by side [14–18], and these ships are very common in remote-sensing images. Thus,
many CNN-based ship-detection methods propose to use rotated bounding boxes to locate ships in
remote-sensing images. Specifically, rotated bounding boxes are predicted from rotated anchors for
one-stage detectors [14,17], and from rotated region proposals for two-stage detectors [16].

Both object detectors for natural images and ship detectors for remote-sensing images perform
accurate object (ship) detection by predefining some default anchors. However, these anchor-based
detectors may have some drawbacks:

(1) The detectors usually take each pixel in convolutional feature maps as center point to define
anchors. Moreover, in order to robustly detect objects with various sizes and shapes, multiple scales
and aspect ratios (and angles for ship detectors) are usually needed to be set, so that the defined
anchors are able to adapt as many objects in real scenarios as possible. In this way, many anchors
would be generated. However, objects usually only occupy a small area of an image and their numbers
are relatively small, especially for the optical remote-sensing image. As a result, massive anchors are
useless and highly overlap with each other. In this case, non-maximum suppression (NMS) needs to
perform to reduce redundancy, which would inevitably increase computational cost.

(2) The generated anchors by predefining some scales, aspect ratios (and angles) are usually only
applicable to one or several particular object-detection datasets. When the sizes and shapes of objects
or image sizes in a new data set have relatively large difference compared with original data set,
it is necessary to reset the values of scales, aspect ratios of anchors for adapting new object-detection
dataset. Thus, researchers need to pay more attention to the definition of anchors.

To avoid the drawbacks from the previous anchor-based detectors, in this paper, we propose a
novel anchor generation algorithm. The proposed method can generate anchors with smaller number
and higher accuracy, and does not need to readjust the parameters of anchors when the detector
is applied to other new data sets. We first design an encoder-decoder network to perform paired
semantic segmentation for per-pixel prediction. Through segmentation, we predict four parts of ships,
i.e., top-left part, down-right part, top-right part, down-left part. By combining paired top-left and
bottom-right parts (or top-right and bottom-left parts), we can generate a rotated minimum bounding
rectangle. Taking this kind of rectangle as anchor would greatly reduce the number of anchors and
increase their accuracy. Since the anchors are directly produced from the segmentation results, there are
a few hyper parameters that need to be set. In addition, we output magnified convolutional features
from the decoder of segmentation network to effectively use the high-resolution detail information and
the low-resolution semantic information, which is good for the detection of multi-scale ship objects.
Finally, we use the horizontal minimum bounding box of the rotated anchor to extract convolutional
features for the following classification and regression of the anchors, which can extract not only ship
object features, but its context features. In this way, the feature extraction process can be simplified,
and the detection performance is able to be improved. Experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed method can accurately locate ships in remote-sensing images with complex backgrounds.
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2. The Proposed Method

Figure 1 shows network architecture of the proposed ship-detection method. An encoder-decoder
semantic segmentation network is first employed to predict the four parts (i.e., top-left, bottom-right,
top-right, bottom-left parts) of each ship (In Figure 1, we only show top-left part and bottom-right
part). Then, using segmentation results, a small number of rotated anchors with higher accuracy can
be generated. To combine both fine-scale detail information and coarse-scale semantic information,
so that the generated anchors can be classified and regressed more accurately, unlike some common
object-detection methods [9,16], we take advantage of magnified convolutional features to implement
classification and regression for the generated anchors. Furthermore, the horizontal minimum
bounding box of the rotated anchor is used to extract magnified convolutional features for each
anchor in RoIPooling. This can extract more context information and is simpler. Finally, the extracted
features are fed into two fully connected layers (fc) to output classification results and bounding box
regression results for the rotated anchors.

Magnified 

features

Encoder-Decoder network

Rotated anchor

generationInput

Top-left part

Bottom-right part

fc fc
Classification

and

Regression

RoIPooling

Horizontal minimum

bounding box

Figure 1. The network architecture of the proposed ship-detection method.

2.1. Encoder-Decoder Network for Paired Semantic Segmentation

The early CNN-based object-detection methods first uses some traditional proposal generation
algorithms [19–23] to extract region proposals, and then train a CNN model for classification [24–26]
(and regression [15,27]) of each proposal. These proposal generation methods are usually
time-consuming and in this way, the whole detection method cannot be trained and tested end-to-end.
Therefore, Faster R-CNN [9] designs an anchor-based region proposal network (RPN) to extract region
proposals. RPN uses each point of the feature map as center point to preset many anchors with different
sizes, and region proposals can be predicted from the predefined anchors with CNN. With RPN,
the detector can perform end-to-end training and testing, and the detection accuracy is also improved.
Since then, most of the two-stage detectors [8,28,29] and the one-stage detectors [10,11,30] (including
ship detectors [14,16]) introduce anchor strategy, and produce promising detection performance.
However, these anchor-based detectors may suffer from some limitations [31,32].

First, multiple fixed scales, aspect ratios (and angles for ship detection) need to be preset for
anchor generation, to accurately detect objects (ships) with various sizes and shapes. To produce
accurate and relatively few anchors, many validation experiments would be necessary, which is tedious
and time-consuming. Even if many experiments are carefully performed, it is still very hard to find
optimal setting for anchor generation. Secondly, the sizes and shapes of objects in different detection
datasets can be quite different. The carefully designed anchors for a dataset are usually inappropriate
for another dataset. Finally, since anchors are extracted from each pixel of the feature map, a large
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number of anchors would be generated in an image for accurate object detection. In this case, NMS
is usually used to reduce overlaps between anchors and select more accurate anchors; however, this
process is time-consuming.

In this paper, we propose to perform semantic segmentation for rotated anchor generation.
Without carefully designed experiments for setting scales, aspect ratios, and angles, we can generate
anchors with higher accuracy and smaller number. In addition, the proposed method does not need
to reset anchors for a new dataset. For generating anchors via semantic segmentation, a direct and
natural idea is to segment the whole ship in the remote-sensing image, and then we can take the
rotated minimum bounding box of ship segmentation result as the anchor. However, the ships docked
side by side are very common in optical remote-sensing images, and Figure 2a,b show these kinds of
ships and their segmentation results, respectively. It can be seen that the generated anchor (Figure 2c)
from these segmentation results is inaccurate. To solve this problem, we propose to perform paired
segmentation for rotated anchor generation. The paired segmentation means to segment the top-left
part, the bottom-right part, the top-right part, and the bottom-left part of a ship. Figure 2d,e show
a pair of segmentation results, i.e., the top-left and the bottom-right segmentation of ships. As shown
in Figure 2f, through combining these two paired parts, we can generate more accurate anchors by
computing the minimum bounding boxes of the paired segmentation parts.

(a) Input image (b) Whole segmentation (c) Anchor from (b)

(d) Top-left segmentation (e) Bottom-right segmentation (f) Anchors from (d) and (e)

Figure 2. The whole ship segmentation result (b) would produce inaccurate anchor box (see (c)). Using
top-left and bottom-right segmentation parts (see (d,e)) would generate more accurate anchors (see (f)).

In recent years, using fully convolutional neural networks to implement semantic segmentation
has attracted much attention. Among them, the encoder-decoder networks (a kind of fully
convolutional neural networks) [33–36] achieve state-of-the-art performance for semantic segmentation.
The encoder-decoder network consists of the encoder and the decoder. The encoder extracts
convolutional features and downsamples the input image with a range of convolutional and pooling
layers. The role of the decoder is to map the low-resolution encoder features to input-resolution features
with a series of deconvolutional and convolutional layers, and output dense pixel-wise classification.
The architectures of encoder and decoder can be symmetric [34,37] or asymmetric [38–41].

In this paper, we design an asymmetric encoder-decoder semantic segmentation network for
paired ship segmentation. Figure 3 shows the architecture of encoder-decoder network, and the left part
shows encoder, while the right part is decoder. As shown in Figure 3, “conv” denotes a convolutional
layer followed by a batch normalization layer [42] and a ReLU activation function [43]. “7× 7” or
“3× 3” are the kernel size. “(64, 64)” denotes the channels of input and output, respectively. “s2”
denotes that the stride is 2 and “s1” denotes that the stride is 1. “deconv” denotes a deconvolutional
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layer (The deconvolution is also called transposed convolution [35], and responsible to upsample the
feature map.) [36] followed by a batch normalization layer and a ReLU activation function.

 max-pooling, 33, (64,64), s2  

conv, 77, (3,64), s2 

      [conv, 33, (64,64), s1]3  

conv, 33, (64,64), s2  
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conv, 33, (128,128), s2  
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Decoder Block 1
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Figure 3. The encoder-decoder semantic segmentation network architecture.

Encoder: Trading off between inference efficiency and segmentation accuracy, we use ResNet18 [44]
as our encoder to extract convolutional features. The ResNet18-based encoder first reduces the input
resolution to 1/4 of the original size using a convolutional layer and a max-pooling layer. Then, four
encoder blocks are added to extract input features and perform downsampling. Each block includes
two shortcut connections as described in [44].

Decoder: Performing deconvolution operation to upsample feature maps is relatively
time-consuming, especially for large input and output feature maps. To reduce computational cost of
deconvolution operation as much as possible, in each decoder block, the input channel is first reduced
4 times with the 1× 1 convolution operation. Then, the deconvolution operation is performed on the
reduced features. Finally, a 3× 3 convolutional layer is used to double the channel of feature maps.
Through four decoder blocks, the feature maps are upsampled to 1/4 of input resolution. After that,
we add a deconvolutional layer followed by a convolutional layer and four deconvolutional layers.
The final four deconvolutional layers are parallel, respectively predict four paired segmentation parts
of ships (i.e., top-left part, bottom-right part, top-right part, bottom-left part). As shown in Figure 3,
we link the output of each encoder block to the input of its corresponding decoder block, to recover
lost spatial information due to downsampling.

The encoder-decoder paired ship segmentation network has four outputs, which predict four
parts of ships, respectively. There are two categories (denoted as 0 and 1) in each output. For example,
for the ship in Figure 4a, the ground-truth segmentation label of the output for the top-left part is shown
in Figure 4b, in which we take the pixels in top-left part of the ship (denoted as red color) as positive
samples (i.e., 1), and the pixels in other areas (denoted as blue color) as negative samples (i.e., 0).
The top-left part segmentation label Figure 4b can be obtained from the whole ship segmentation
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label. However, compared with the detection label (a rectangle determined by four points), it is
much difficult to annotate the segmentation label (an object area determined by a large number
of points). Although there exist some modern segmentation annotation tools (e.g., LabelMe https:
//github.com/CSAILVision/LabelMeAnnotationTool), obtaining accurate segmentation label for
a remote-sensing image dataset is still relatively time-consuming.

(a) Input image (b) top-left label (c) top-left gt label

Figure 4. For the input image (a), taking (b) as the top-left part segmentation label would result
in time-consuming annotation process. To avoid this problem, as shown in (c), we propose to use
ground-truth box of the ship to generate ground-truth (gt) segmentation label.

To reduce annotation work, we propose to use the ground-truth box of the ship to generate
segmentation label for four-part prediction. As shown in Figure 4c, we take the pixels in the top-left
part of the ground-truth box of the ship as the positive samples, and those in the other areas as negative
samples. This can be reasonable due to the two facts. First, since ships are usually in narrow-rectangle
shapes, the two kinds of segmentation labels (Figure 4b,c) have almost the same accuracy. Secondly,
the paired ship segmentation aims to generate rotated anchors, and not to produce final detection
results. Hence, a segmentation label with a bit lower accuracy is acceptable. Through using the
ground-truth box to generate segmentation label, we can save a lot of human resources without
reducing detection accuracy.

From Figure 4c, we can see that positive and negative samples are much imbalanced. To avoid
the class-imbalanced problem, we employ weighted cross-entropy loss function [39,45,46] to train
the paired semantic segmentation network. The loss function Lp for the whole paired segmentation
network is defined as

Lp = Ltl + Lbr + Ltr + Lbl , (1)

in which Ltl , Lbr, Ltr, Lbl are four weighted cross-entropy loss functions for top-left segmentation,
bottom-right segmentation, top-right segmentation, and bottom-left segmentation, respectively. Ltl is
defined as

Ltl (p, u, v) = −|Y−||Y+| ∑
u∈Y+

log pu − ∑
v∈Y−

log pv, (2)

in which Y+ is positive sample set and Y− is negative sample set in top-left segmentation, and |Y+|
and |Y−| are numbers of Y+ and Y−, respectively. The probability pu denotes the confidence score that
the pixel u is classified as the positive sample, and the probability pv is the confidence score that the
pixel v is classified as the negative sample. Lbr, Ltr, Lbl have similar definitions to Ltl .

2.2. Rotated Anchor Generation

Using encoder-decoder semantic segmentation network, we can get four segmentation parts of
ships, i.e., top-left part, bottom-right part, top-right part, and bottom-left part. In this section, we detail
the strategy for generating rotated anchors by combining top-left and bottom-right parts of ships. This
kind of strategy is also applicable to top-right and bottom-left parts. Figure 5a,b show the top-left
segmentation result and the bottom-right segmentation result of a remote-sensing image, respectively.
Please note that for better display, the segmentation result (only containing 0 and 1) is shown on the
input image, and the pixels in the red regions denote positive samples (i.e., 1) and the pixels in other
regions are negative samples (i.e., 0).

https://github.com/CSAILVision/LabelMeAnnotationTool
https://github.com/CSAILVision/LabelMeAnnotationTool
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 5. The illustration for rotated anchor generation. (a,b) are the top-left and bottom-right
segmentation results, respectively. (c–f) show four different combination cases of the connected regions
in the two segmentation results. (g) The initial rotated anchor can be generated via computing the
minimum bounding box of the two connected regions. In (h,i), rotation and scaling are respectively
performed to increase the number of the rotated anchor.

The strategy for generating rotated anchors mainly includes four steps:

(1) We regard each red region in segmentation results (Figure 5a,b) as a connected region. Please
note that we regard predicted each top-left part (see Figure 5a) or each bottom-right part
(see Figure 5b) as a connected region, and Figure 5c–f show the different combination cases
of two connected regions.

(2) Each connected region in the top-left segmentation result (Figure 5a) is combined with each
connected region in the bottom-right segmentation result (Figure 5b). There mainly exist
four different combination cases for two connected regions from different segmentation results
(see Figure 5c–f). When the shortest distance between the pixels in the two connected regions is
smaller than a threshold d, we deem that these two connected regions are from the same ship,
and these two regions should be reserved (see Figure 5c). When the distance is smaller than d,
there may exist another case (see Figure 5d). In this case, although two connected regions are not
from the same ship, since the ships are docked very closely, we still reserve these two regions
for higher recall rate. When the shortest distance is larger than threshold d (see Figure 5e,f),
we abandon these two connected regions. In our experiments, d ∈ [5, 15] can be satisfactory.

(3) The initial rotated anchor can be generated via computing the rotated minimum bounding box of
the reserved two connected regions (see Figure 5g).

(4) To improve the recall rate of rotated anchors, as shown in Figure 5h, we rotate the initial anchor
with five small angle values (i.e., −4◦,−2◦, 0◦,+2◦,+4◦). In this way, each initial anchor would
produce four other anchors around the same ship. Then, we scale all these anchors with five
factors (i.e., 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4) to generate more rotated anchors (see Figure 5i).
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About 20 pairs of connected regions can be reserved in a remote-sensing image, and thus we can
generate 20 initial rotated anchors. Through step (4), an optical remote-sensing image would generate
about 500 (20× 5× 5) rotated anchors.

2.3. RoIPooling Based on Magnified Convolutional Features and Context Information

RoIPooling aims to extract a fixed-size feature for each anchor from one or several convolutional
layers, and then the extracted feature is used for classification and regression of each rotated anchor
to produce final detection results. In this paper, we propose to extract the feature containing context
information from the magnified (upsampled) convolutional layers. In this way, we can effectively
improve the ship-detection accuracy, especially for small ship object.

2.3.1. Magnified Convolutional Features

Generally, RoIPooling often extracts single-scale [9,47] or multi-scale [8,48] features for
classification and regression of each anchor. As shown in Figure 6a, the single-scale features are
usually obtained from the last layer of some base convolutional networks (e.g., VGG16 [49] and
ZF [50]). The last layer is always acquired through many downsampling operations. In this case,
the single-scale features would contain relatively more semantic information, while lacking detail
information that is beneficial to small object detection. As a result, only using single-scale features
leads to low detection accuracy for small ship objects. On the other hand, the multi-scale features are
from multiple convolutional layers (see Figure 6b), which effectively combine high-resolution detail
information and low-resolution semantic information. Thus, this can accurately detect ship objects
with different sizes. However, the process obtaining multi-scale features and performing classification
and regression many times may be tedious and time-consuming.

Cls and Reg

(a) Single-scale features

Cls and Reg

Cls and Reg

Cls and Reg

Cls and Reg

(b) Multi-scale features

Cls and Reg

(c) Magnified features

Figure 6. (a) The single-scale features are used to perform classification and regression (Cls and Reg).
(b) The multi-scale features are used to perform classification and regression. (c) The magnified features
are used to perform classification and regression.

Since we upsample the low-resolution features to recover lost detail information in decoder
of segmentation network (see Figure 3), the convolutional layers in decoder already contain both
semantic information and detail information. To make the proposed detection network simpler and
faster without reducing detection accuracy, we only take advantage of a single-scale convolutional layer
in decoder to perform classification and regression (see Figure 6c). Specifically, we add a 512-channel
convolutional layer with kernel size 3× 3 after the output of decoder block1 (see Figure 3). Then,
we take the features from the added convolutional layer as magnified (upsampled) features to classify
and regress the rotated anchors. In this simple way without using multi-scale features, we can
effectively improve the detection performance of the multi-scale ship objects.

2.3.2. Context Information

RoIPooling consists of two stages. In the first stage, we extract the features in the area covered
with the rotated anchor box from the magnified convolutional layer. The extracted features are then
implemented max-pooling operation to produce fixed-size feature representations in the second stage.
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It is worth noting that context information is good for ship object detection. For the ship in optical
remote-sensing images, context information includes sea, harbor, ship, dock, building, and so on.
To make extracted features contain more context information, one way is to directly enlarge rotated
anchor box, and then the features containing context information can be obtained by using enlarged
anchor box. As shown in Figure 7b, the red rectangle denotes the original rotated anchor, and the
green rectangle is the enlarged anchor box, which contains more context information. With the help of
context information, the detection network can recognize the ship object easier.

(a) Input image (b) Enlarged anchor (c) Horizontal rectangle

Figure 7. (a) is the input image. In (b), enlarged rotated anchor box (the green rectangle) is used to
extract the features containing context information. However, this way is relatively complicated. In this
paper, we use horizontal minimum bounding box (the green rectangle in (c)) of the original rotated
anchor (the red rectangle in (c)) to extract features containing context information.

However, compared with horizontal anchor box, extracting features for rotated anchor box is more
complicated [51]. To both reduce computation and use context information, in this paper, we propose
to take advantage of horizontal minimum bounding box of rotated anchor box instead of using
the enlarged anchor box. As shown in Figure 7c, the green rectangle denotes horizontal minimum
bounding box. We can see that this kind of box can also effectively cover more context information,
and extracting convolutional features based on the horizontal box can be simpler and faster.

2.4. Loss Function and Training Strategy

2.4.1. Loss Function

The rotated anchor is assigned as the positive sample (ship) if its Intersection-over-Union (IoU)
overlap with any ground-truth box is more than 0.5. In this way, some ground-truth boxes may have no
matched anchors. To avoid this problem, we also assign the anchor with the highest IoU overlap with
a ground-truth box as a positive sample. The rest anchors are set as the negative samples (background).

RoIPooling outputs a fixed-size convolutional feature (512 × 7 × 7) for each rotated anchor.
Then, the features are fed into two fully connected layers to produce final classification result (ship or
background) and bounding box regression result (location of ship) of each anchor. Each fully connected
layer includes 1024 neurons followed by a ReLU activation function. Similar to many object-detection
methods [9,16,27,51], we adopt log loss function (denoted as Lc) for classification and smooth-L1 loss
function (denoted as Lr) for regression. Hence, by combining paired semantic segmentation loss Lp,
classification loss Lc and regression loss Lr, the total loss function L of the proposed detection network
can be defined as

L = λpLp + λcLc + λrLr, (3)

in which λp, λc, λr are balancing parameters, and set as 1, 2, 2, respectively.
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2.4.2. Assignment of Anchor

As described in Section 2.2, we generated about 500 rotated anchors. In the training stage,
performing classification and regression for all anchors is undesirable. On the one hand, this would
consume more training time. On the other hand, this can cause serious sample imbalance problem,
because negative samples are much more than positive samples. Hence, we sample 32 positive samples,
and make the ratio between positive samples and negative samples at 1:3. When the number of the
positive sample is smaller than 32, we use the negative sample to make up the positive sample. In the
testing stage, to reduce inference time, we sample 300 anchors to perform classification and bounding
box regression.

2.4.3. End-to-End Training

The detection model is initialized with ResNet-18 pre-trained weights for ImageNet
classification [44]. The proposed detection network is trained end-to-end using SGD optimizer [52] on
a NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU. We set the initial learning rate to 0.001 and decrease the learning rate by
0.1 at 50k-th and 80k-th iterations, and the total iteration number is set as 100k. The momentum and
weight decay is set to 0.9 and 5× 10−5, respectively. The network trains one image at each iteration.
Our code is based on Pytorch [53].

3. Experiments

3.1. Dataset

The ship data set is collected from Google Earth. In the data set, there are 900 optical
remote-sensing images, including 3584 ships. The image size is 1024 × 768. We generate
ground-truth boxes for each image by using annotation tool LabelMe https://github.com/
CSAILVision/LabelMeAnnotationTool. We randomly sample 300 optical remote-sensing images
as the testing set, and the rest 600 images are set as the training set. Some images in the data set are
shown in Figure 8. We can see that ships are in arbitrary orientations, and usually closely docked side
by side (see Figure 8a–d). The background in some images can be very complex (see Figure 8e–f).

To reduce overfitting and improve detection accuracy, we perform data augmentation for the
training set. Four data augmentation strategies are used in this paper. First, we implement horizontal
flip and vertical flip for each image in the training set. Secondly, a gaussian filter with standard
deviation of 2 is used to smooth the training images. Finally, we rotate each training image with
five angles (30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦). With these four strategies, we augment the training set from
600 images to 5400 images.

https://github.com/CSAILVision/LabelMeAnnotationTool
https://github.com/CSAILVision/LabelMeAnnotationTool
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. Some images in the ship data set. The ships are in arbitrary orientations, and usually closely
docked side by side (see (a–d). The background in some images can be very complex (see (e–f)).

3.2. Compared Methods

The proposed detection method is compared with three other detection algorithms, including
Faster R-CNN [9], SSD [10], and Rotation Dense Feature Pyramid Network (R-DFPN) [16].

Faster R-CNN: Faster R-CNN [9] is designed for detecting objects with horizontal bounding
boxes. Faster R-CNN first uses VGG16 model [49] to extract convolutional features. Then, the features
are fed into region proposal network to generate many region proposals. Finally, the features are used
again to perform classification and bounding box regression for region proposals. The size of the input
image of Faster R-CNN is set as 1024 × 768, and we adopt the default settings for other parameters.
The code https://github.com/rbgirshick/py-faster-rcnn is implemented based on Caffe [54].

SSD: SSD [10] produces horizontal bounding boxes for objects. Taking advantage of multi-scale
convolutional features, SSD directly produces detection results based on many preset anchors.
The input image of SSD is resized into 512 × 512. The code of SSD https://github.com/weiliu89/
caffe/tree/ssd is published with Caffe.

R-DFPN: R-DFPN [16] aims to detect arbitrary-oriented ships in optical remote-sensing images
with rotated bounding boxes. R-DFPN proposes a dense feature pyramid network, which builds
high-level semantic feature maps for all scales by means of dense connections, to effectively detect
ships in various complex scenes. The input image is set as 1024 × 768. The authors run R-DFPN https:
//github.com/yangxue0827/R-DFPNFPNTensorflow based on Tensorflow [55].

3.3. Comparison

Figure 9 shows some ship-detection results from the four detection methods including Faster
R-CNN [9], SSD [10], R-DFPN [16], and ours. From the first row to the fourth row, we can see that
the images contain many closely docked ships side by side, and this case is very common in optical
remote-sensing images. Since Faster R-CNN and SSD output the horizontal bounding box for the
ship object, it is very easy to miss out some inclined closely docked ships [14–17]. As shown in the
second column and the third column, these two methods produce very inaccurate detection results.
R-DFPN outputs the rotated bounding box for the ship object, but the rotated anchors in R-DFPN
are predefined using several fixed angle values, which leads to relatively inaccurate anchor boxes
compared with our method. Hence, from the fourth column we can see that some rotated boxes are
inaccurate and some ships are missed out. In contrast, our detection method (see the last column)
gives more accurate locations for those closely docked ships. For the optical remote-sensing images in

https://github.com/rbgirshick/py-faster-rcnn
https://github.com/weiliu89/caffe/tree/ssd
https://github.com/weiliu89/caffe/tree/ssd
https://github.com/yangxue0827/R-DFPN FPN Tensorflow
https://github.com/yangxue0827/R-DFPN FPN Tensorflow
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the last two rows, the backgrounds and the ship objects have very similar textures and appearances.
In this case, our method outputs more robust detection results than other three detection methods.

We also test the proposed method on two large-scale optical remote-sensing images. We
partition the large-scale image into multiple small-scale images of resolution 1024 × 768, and run
each small-scale image using the proposed detection network to output the location of each ship.
We use sliding-window strategy with overlap of 20% to partition large-scale images. Figure 10 shows
a large-scale remote-sensing image with resolution 4356 × 2589, and the red boxes in the image denote
the detection results from our method, and the yellow boxes denote the missed ship objects, and the
green boxes indicate the wrong detections. We can see that the detection results are very accurate,
and there only exist several missed and wrong bounding boxes. Figure 11 gives another large-scale
image with resolution 2605× 1475, and the image contains many closely docked ships. In this situation,
the proposed method can still give satisfactory detection performance.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 9. The ship-detection results from different methods. The images from the first row to the
fourth row contain many closely docked ships. For the optical remote-sensing images in the last
two rows, the backgrounds and the ship objects have very similar textures and appearances. Our
method gives accurate detection results for all these cases. (a) Input; (b) Faster R-CNN [9]; (c) SSD [10];
(d) R-DFPN [16]; (e) Ours.
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Figure 10. The detection results of one large-scale remote-sensing image (4356 × 2589). The red
boxes denote the detection results from our method. The yellow boxes denote the missed ship objects.
The green boxes indicate the wrong detections.

Figure 11. The detection results of one large-scale remote-sensing image (2605 × 1475).

We use Average Precision (AP) to quantitatively evaluate the performance of different detection
algorithms. Generally, many detection methods usually set IoU of 0.5 to compute AP. To provide
more comprehensive comparison in this paper, we compute and compare AP under different IoU
values (i.e., 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) for the four detection methods. Figure 12 shows comparison of AP of different
detection methods. The x-axis denotes the value of IoU, and the y-axis denotes the value of AP. We can
see that our method is able to produce the highest AP under different IoU values, which indicates the
superiority of the proposed method.
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Figure 12. Comparison of AP under different IoU values from the four detection methods.

4. Discussion

4.1. Paired Semantic Segmentation

In paired semantic segmentation network, we predict four parts (i.e., top-left, bottom-right,
top-right, bottom-left parts) of each ship to generate rotated anchor boxes. Please note that we can
also only predict two parts (i.e., top-left, bottom-right parts, or top-right, bottom-left parts) for each
ship. As shown in Table 1, the detection accuracy based on two parts is also relatively satisfactory.
Predicting four parts can extract more useful information, and increase recall rate, resulting in better
detection performance (see the last row in Table 1).

Table 1. The AP for different outputs of paired semantic segmentation network.

Output AP

2 parts (top-left, bottom-right) 87.3%
2 parts (top-right, bottom-left) 87.1%

4 parts (top-left, bottom-right, top-right, bottom-left) 88.5%

4.2. Segmentation Label

As described in Section 2.1, to reduce annotation work, we use the ground-truth box of the ship
to generate segmentation label instead of using real segmentation label. We test these two settings
in Table 2. We can see that the detection accuracy from these two settings is almost the same, which
indicates the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.

Table 2. The AP for different segmentation labels.

Setting AP

Label based on box 88.5%
Real label 88.4%

4.3. Setting of Anchor

In Section 2.2, we set 5 angle values and 5 scale values to respectively rotate and resize anchors to
improve the detection performance. We also test several other settings for rotating and resizing anchor
boxes. A small number of anchors would decrease the recall rate, resulting in relatively low detection
accuracy (see the second and the third rows of Table 3). On the other hand, when the number of the
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anchor becomes relatively large, the recall rate would be near saturation. In this situation, the detection
accuracy would almost no longer increase (see the last two rows of Table 3). Thus, 5 angle values and 5
scale values are used in this paper.

Table 3. The AP for different settings of generating anchors.

Setting AP

1 angle, 1 scale 71.4%
3 angles, 3 scales 82.7%
5 angles, 5 scales 88.5%
7 angles, 7 scales 88.5%

4.4. Magnified Convolutional Features

We use the output of the decoder block 1 to produce magnified convolutional features. Compared
with other decoder blocks (i.e., 2,3,4), the decoder block 1 is through multiple upsampling operations
(see Figure 3), and thus it contains more detail information and semantic information. The detail
information is good for location of the small-scale object, and the semantic information is beneficial to
the recognition of the large-scale object. Hence, the generated magnified features based on the decoder
block 1 would lead to better detection performance (see Table 4).

Table 4. The AP for magnified convolutional features based on different decoder blocks.

Decoder Block AP

Decoder Block 4 83.4%
Decoder Block 3 85.2%
Decoder Block 2 88.1%
Decoder Block 1 88.5%

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel ship-detection method based on convolutional neural networks,
which can accurately detect ships in optical remote-sensing images with complex backgrounds with
rotated bounding boxes. To overcome the shortcomings of frequently used anchor generation methods,
we design paired semantic segmentation network to predict the four parts (i.e., top-left, bottom-right,
top-right, bottom-left parts) of each ship in the proposed detection network. With the predicted four
parts, the generated rotated anchors can be more accurate and have smaller number. The proposed
anchor generation method can also be more robust to different detection datasets. To effectively detect
both large-scale and small-scale ship objects, the magnified convolutional features containing more
detail information and semantic information are used to perform classification and regression of the
anchor box. Furthermore, we propose to use the horizontal minimum bounding box of the rotated
anchor to extract more context information, which is simpler and beneficial for accurately recognizing
ships under complex backgrounds. Experiments demonstrate that our method can produce better
detection performance compared with some state-of-the-art object-detection methods for natural
images and ship-detection methods.
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